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Abstract
We analyze four different leadership styles from multiple dimensions to find out the suitability of these styles for the leaders working in Pakistani small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Theoretically, it is an additional perspective in the debate on effectiveness of different leadership styles in different environments for different purposes. It starts with analyzing contemporary theories of leadership and their derivative styles. Next, it discusses the major aspects of organizational environment coming from the broader culture of a country. Subsequently, it tries to provide a more balanced view in the debate on cause and effect of leadership styles and their effectiveness in specific organizational culture. In the empirical analyses the study analyzes the productivity, acceptance and sustainable success of different leadership styles in the organizations working in Pakistan. The data is collected both from business leaders and their relevant followers. The findings of study explains that outputs when measured in terms quantity shows better results for autocratic leadership style while democratic leadership style give better results when measured in terms of quality. Similarly, willingness of followers to continue and their inspirations beyond the formal organizational structure are higher for charismatic and participative leadership styles.
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1. Introduction:
Leadership role for a healthier firm performance is widely advocated in the research literature (Day & Lord, 1988; Bass, 1990; Newman, 1993; Conger et al., 2000; Kaiser et al., 2008). In the current dynamic business environment a powerful leadership style can be a competitive
advantage especially for small and medium enterprises (SME) (Isenberg, 1987; Bird, 1992; Vecchio, 2003; Hunter et al., 2007). SMEs are at disadvantage vis-à-vis big companies in several aspects (Eden et al., 1997). For instance, large firms may have an edge over SMEs in terms of larger size that can absorb financial shocks, economies of scale in structure that can bring about cost efficiency and capacity to retain better human recourses (Meredith, 1987; Santarelli & Sterlacchini, 1990; Eden et al., 1997; Lefebvre et al., 1991). To counter these disadvantages against the bigger rivals it is advisable that SMEs should aim for smaller niches in the target market (Thompson & Strickland, 1996; Ghemawat, 1991). A strategy of harvesting the mass market and leaving minor niches for smaller firms is referred to as intentional irrationality of bigger firms to keep focus on bulk margins (Ghemawat, 1991). However, with the localization of large multinationals through long experiences and increases in competition this strategy has not remained a viable solution for SMEs any more (Khai et. al. 1999). It can be said that probably the ‘irrationality’ of large firms is likely to be converted into rationality with the gain of experience, learning of local markets and increase in competition. It is therefore advisable for SMEs to adopt a more proactive approach rather than a passive strategy of relying on short term irrationality of large rivals (Buckley, 1989; Taco & Someren, 1995). To offset the disadvantage of small structure of SMEs it would be viable to find advantages in the same citrus paribus.

One of the advantage of small structure of SMEs is the possibility of creating highly coherence among the members. In this context effective leadership styles can play a vital role in influencing the members for high level of motivation and improve performance. Small structure and limited number of members make it possible to physically see each other and get influences directly from the leaders in such organizations. Thus synchronization of employees towards specific targets can create a huge competitive edge for the company (Cannella & Monroe, 1997; Carpenter & Fredrickson, 2001). Direct contact of all employees with the leader helps to bring about a bigger margin of capitalizing the effective leadership style (Mintzberg, 1979; Yukl, 2006). While appropriate leadership style can be critical for the success of a firm (Yukl 2008) its role is far more powerful for the SMEs. This is because small firms have a lot of influence coming from the owners running these firms (Susan & Fred, 2006). In large structure of these firms, several layers of management separate leaders from lower level employees scattered diversely. In SMEs however, there is direct and close influence of top leaders on all the followers (Eggers & Smilor, 1996; Stewart 2009).

A firm may pursue different targets in a given situation, depending upon its internal and external environment in a competitive market (Porter, 1980; Weinrauch et al., 1991). A small firm may feel this to a greater extend due to its dynamic needs and intense pressure from bigger competitors. Hence it is likely that SMEs may need to emphasize on different type of outcomes from employees under given circumstances. At times an SME may need to focus on producing large quantity while under different circumstances it may need to look for better quality. Similarly, there can be an emphasis on retaining employees due to the nature of product and skills required. Yet under a quickly expanding and volatile environment, the firm may need to focus on motivation of employees to help the firm and perform beyond the formal requirements of their jobs. This paper explores the suitability of different leadership styles to cater these diversified requirements under different circumstances for SMEs.

The four leadership style are selected after a broad literature review of discussion on leadership styles available in past research. Large number of leadership styles are summed up into four representative leadership styles with the help of three board schools of thought in leadership
literature i.e., Trait theories, behavioral theories and contingency theories (Yukl, 2006; Yukl 2008). The selected leadership styles include charismatic leadership, autocratic leadership, democratic leadership and transformational leadership. Among these four selected leadership styles, the charismatic style represent the trait theories, while autocratic and democratic styles are derivative of behavioral theories. The transformational style is relevant to contingency theories.

It is proposed that suitability of different leadership styles may depend upon the need of and SME to emphasize a certain focus under given circumstances. These focuses may include cost cutting, looking for creativity, increasing motivation & retention, teamwork or looking for coordination & empathy among workers. At times a firm looks for several of these in an order of priority. These requirements are simplified into four broad set of priorities that SMEs may look for in order to find their suitability with four different leadership styles in the empirical analyses. First set of requirements that include better productivity, cost cutting and emphasize on economies of scale is a broad goal of termed ‘better quantity of output.’ The requirements of focusing on specific needs of customers, bringing in creativity, quality and excellence are grouped as ‘improvement in quality of output’. A focus to get benefit of specific human capital with the help of retention of valuable resources and organizational commitment is identified as ‘willingness of employees to continue with the leader’. An effort to bring in teamwork, mutual empathy and group cohesiveness is categorized as ‘inspirations of followers beyond the formal organizational structure.’

It is proposed that charismatic leadership style may be more suitable when focus of firm is on set of requirements relevant to ‘willingness of followers to continue’ and ‘inspirations of followers beyond organizational structure.’ A focus on ‘better quantity of output’ may get served through autocratic leadership style. The democratic leadership style may help in achieving the set of requirements relevant to ‘improvement in quality of output.’

The remainder of the paper is organized as following. Section two presents the literature review and special challenges faced by SMEs. The expected effectiveness of different leadership style under these challenges are also discussed in this section. It explains three different schools of thought in leadership theory and derive four major-representative leadership style from these theories to be used in the study. Proposed model is presented in section three. Section four explains the data and sample. Section five elaborates the empirical analyses. Results and findings of study are discussed in section six. Section seven and eight present the conclusion and limitations of study respectively.

2. Literature Review:

2.1 SMEs and their Challenges

In a competitive market survival and success is a critical challenge for SMEs (Kao, 1981). This is because when compared to larger firms, SMEs generally operate with small span of resources (Eden et al., 1997). The benefits of economies of scale in production and ability to sustain against short term loses is also limited in SMEs (Weinrauch et al., 1991). Past research on SMEs have discussed problems of SMEs relevant with their small size, operational flexibility and inadequate financial backup against short term shocks (Moore & Justin, 1987; Cook, 1992; Scarborough & Thomas, 1991). Thus past literature mainly advocate a defensive format for SMEs (Bhide, 1994). It is generally recommended that SMEs may avoid a direct competition with the large firms and try to capture small un-attended market niches left over by the larger counterparts (Ghemawat, 1991; Lefebvre & Lefebvre, 1993; Thompson & Strickland, 1996). There has been a wide acceptance of this logic and it is probably because of this reason that less attention is given on
developing a direct competitive strategy for SMEs in a competitive market of large firms (Davis et al., 1985; Jones, 1991; Tarkenton & Joesph, 1991). It is said that large firms intentionally leave some of the small pockets while keep focusing on larger positions Ghemawat (1991). This is generally termed as intentional ‘irrationality’ of large firms and an opportunity for SMEs to settle in those small niches to avoid any direct competition with the large counterparts. However there can be several limitations that can prevent an SME to fully adopt such a strategy. Some of these may include special nature of product that requires large firms to go for a more differentiation strategy, easy approach to customers or long-term existence of large firms in the market that can make it possible to avoid irrationality explained by Ghemawat (1991). Other possibilities include aggressive strategy of large firms under tough competitions and small profit margins. It is therefore plausible to focus on potential edges of SMEs to help device a better survival and profitability strategy for them. Efficient organization of small structure and role of leadership under such conditions is one of the key area where SMEs can have an edge over bigger rivals (Tichy & Devanna, 1986; Conger, 1991; Jensen & Luthans, 2006). Similarly SMEs present a case where organizational structure is less formal due to small size, less rigid without bureaucratic hurdles as compared to larger firms. In this context, it is easy to synchronize and bring in enormous improvement in the efficiency. An effective leadership can play crucial role to make this happen. A powerful leadership style under such conditions can inspire, influence and charge employees for a performance that is beyond the formal bindings and requirements of organizational structure. This paper investigates the effective use of right leadership style to bring in above benefits in SMEs.

2.2 Special Nature of SMEs vis-à-vis Large Firms

Reviewed literature in this section may have implications both for large and small firms. However as discussed earlier it is more critical as well as easy for SMEs to utilize this potential because of small structure that requires less effort to adopt it. This is because potential of synchronization of efforts is far easier in a small structure vis-à-vis large companies. The power of synergy can bring in huge margins of improvement in productivity, efficiency, creativeness and teamwork. A perfect synchronization can potentially bring in a massive improvement in efficiency that is fairly beyond the normal horizon of performance and effective leadership is probably the only factor that can produce such a synchronization. History is full of such examples where great leaders accomplished otherwise impossible tasks with the power of synchronization under tough conditions and limited resources. There might be a debate on possibility of achieving an ideal synchronization, it is at least established that near ideal was practiced in several of past examples.

As discussed earlier the effective leadership style and margin of improvement is applicable to all small and big organizations, however the SMEs are better candidates for such improvement with their small structure and special nature. For instance, in large organizations several layers of management divide leaders and followers, while in SMEs there is generally direct contact of leaders with the employees. This makes it possible to easily channelize the unswerving influence of leadership towards the followers. A direct and personal contact of leaders with the follower also provide a chance to influence them beyond hierarchical and structural boundaries. Low formulization in small structure also helps in the change process of shifting to better level of performance without bureaucratic hurdles typically found in large systems. Similarly, grievance handling process can be much easily
facilitated and feedback from followers can be obtained directly in a small structure. This makes SMEs more appropriate to capitalize the influence of appropriate leadership style.

SMEs are generally incorporated and owned by owners themselves who lead them. This shows that conflict of interest with the organization is eventually almost zero for those who lead them. However, different SMEs may have different strategies and performance priorities which may match with different leadership styles. In this paper we try to propose appropriate leadership styles for four different strategic preferences in SMEs that are discussed in the next section.

Despite plenty of discussion on these challenges that SMEs have to face, there have been much limited recommendations about the ways to cope with such problems. Literature on solving such problems of SMEs is too scanty. Applied research in this field generally suggests an avoiding approach to SMEs for survival in cut throat competition of businesses. Keeping in view this avoiding approach, defensive format of strategies is proposed for SME with focus on available market niches. Using this approach, SMEs can avoid being exposed to direct competition with the big rivals in the market. This approach however, has obvious disadvantages. For example, this approach may limit firms to exploit bigger margins of profitability and convert challenges into opportunities. Defensive approach on part of SMEs in smaller market niches give opportunity for bigger companies and multinationals to come in and push them out of the businesses. The avoiding approaches can therefore, only help in to survival for short term and that too missing to capitalize on chances of better margins. In order to benefit from better margins and maintain competitive edge in the long term the SMEs should focus advantages of their small structure because in this case communication is much easier. Small structure helps in maintaining personal contacts with respective employees and motivating and influencing them for a common cause.

2.3 Leadership Style and Strategic Priorities of SMEs

Leadership is explained with respect to three different approaches in past literature i.e., trait theories, Behavioral theories and Contingency theories (Bass, 1999; Yukl, 2006). As evident from names, trait theories focus on personality traits to explain the leadership phenomenon while behavioral theories advocate sets of behaviors and level of involvement from followers to present different leaders (Judge & Bono, 2000; Yukl 2008). Contingency theories, on the other hand, consider three factors to show an appropriate leadership style by the combination of leadership style, followers and the situation in which leadership is supposed to work (Yukl 2008). It is contingency approach that include both of the previous explanations of leaders and match it with different situations to suggest different leadership styles.

Theoretical work on leadership started with one of the initial efforts by Carlyle (1840) who presented that idea of Great man (later called great man theory). This idea explains leaders are born with noble characteristics and lead their groups through them. Herbert Spencer (1896) questioned the idea of Great men and argued that leaders are shaped by their environment to develop certain traits that help them to lead. Nevertheless, both advocates the traits as predictors of leadership. This school of thought remained popular during 1900s to explain leadership (Cowley, 1931). Eventually early studies could not reach a consensus on a common set of traits that can define leadership (Mann, 1959; McGregor, 1960). Research in this direction continued to differentiate leaders from followers on the basis of personality characteristics (Block, 1995; Judge et al., 2007). Specific traits relevant to leadership have been advocated in several past studies (i.e., Kinder et al., 1980; Judge, et al., 1999; Marcus et al., 2000; Rahn, 2000; Sullivan et al., 1990; Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1991; Judge, et al., 2004). However, insufficiency of trait theories to explain leadership in the context of success remained the major problem (Jenkins, 1947; Mann,
Despite critiques empirical work on trait parading continues to date (Kickul & Neuman, 2000; Judge et al., 2004; Mumford et al., 2007). House (1977) coined the term of charismatic leadership. This paper has selected this as one of the leadership style to be used in this study from trait paradigm. Later one several other studies also explored the charismatic leadership on the basis of personality characteristics of liveliness, attraction, personal lure and enthusiasm (House & Howell, 1992; Conger & Kanungo, 1994). Such leaders can sense the gap between current and the desired state of followers through effective communication and clear expression and that they influence them to achieve a shared objective (Leanne et al., 1991; Bass, 1990; House & Howell, 1992). Charismatic style leaders can prove more powerful in SMEs because employees can directly talk, see and interact with the leaders/owners. Leaders having such style are not bound for the organizational structure to influence followers. Hence they can be useful in SMEs by uniting individual efforts through flexibility, spontaneity and vision of focusing on a common goal. These requirements can be categorized as “motivations of followers afar from organizational bindings and propose which can be better achieved through charismatic leadership style.

The second school of thought on leadership is present in the form of behavioral approaches of leadership. According to these theories, it is leader’s behavior that determine their success in leadership (Yukl, 1989; Yukl, 2006). The behavior of leaders may vary in different situations (Blake & Mouton, 1964). Empirical studies in this direction have explained that the behavioral aspects matter in success of leaders (Bass, 1990; Burke et al., 2006). These theories suggest two folded behaviors of leaders i.e., concern for task and concern for people (i.e., Stogdill, 1948; Stogdill, 1963). These behavioral approaches discussed by famous leadership studies of Ohio State University and Michigan State University in 1950s are commonly mentioned in the researches on leadership (Bass, 1990; Avolio et al., 2004; Bass & Bass, 2008). In order to make our study in line with the studies by Ohio and Michigan State Universities, we chose Autocratic style to represent task oriented leaders and Democratic to represent people oriented behaviors of leaders. SMEs having limited span and narrow activity margins have focused tasks and people requirements. When there is requirement to contain cost and give greater output the task oriented style may be recommended work better. It is much plausible to recommend Autocratic style by leaders for better results for all these requirements. However, when we need our employees’ to be creative, excellent in work and be participative, people oriented style can be preferred choice. It is therefore much plausible to recommend democratic style to represent people oriented style for better results against all these requirements.

Third line of theories about leadership that we explored in this study in relation to SMEs relates to contingency Approach of leadership. This line of theories considers an additional concern of followers and situation in the overall picture. This line of theories posits that leadership effectiveness depends a suitable fit between leadership behavior, situation and the composition of followers (Fiedler, 1967, 1970; Pearce & Jr., 2002). Due to the focus of contingency theories of leadership on the different combination of leadership with given situations the term leadership styles was copied from this approach to other approaches. This line of theories stresses flexibility in leader’s style that could adjust according to the situations and followers to be effective (Burns, 1978; Yukl, 2006). Contingency theories differ from others due to focus on the need for adjusting leadership style with the followers instead of bothering about traits or some permanent behaviors of leaders (Cogliser & Schriesheim, 2000).
Transformational style of leadership has been selected to represent contingency school of thought. We however, acknowledge that this selection to represent this type of style is relatively difficult because contingency theories only talk about between followers, situation and adopting the style accordingly. The selection of transformational style is an endeavor to express the fundamental idea of these theories i.e., followers central. Other plausible reason for selecting transformational style is the requirement of SMEs discussed earlier that imply to use this style. Considering the limited ability of SMEs to offer a long term contracts for employees and ensure employment security, transformational style may ensure to retain good employees. It is felt that retention of good employees is easily achievable through transformational style of leadership in SMEs. We therefore posit that followers will be more willing to stay with their transformational leaders.

3. Study Model
Our study model is supported by the literature review covered in preceding section. Apposite leadership is a significant factor for achievement of set goals by a firm (Conger, 1991; Tichy & Devanna, 1986; Conger & Kanungo, 1987). In case of SMEs it is proposed that appropriate leadership can help overcome critical resource limitations issue. We selected 4 styles of leadership and investigated their effectiveness for SMEs. These are include Charismatic leadership style from trait theories, Autocratic leadership style and Democratic leadership style from behavioral theories and transformational leadership style from contingency theories. Due to different needs of firms it is not be rational to measure effectiveness of leadership style in relation to one odd factor (Yukl, 2006). Therefore we investigated the positive impact of leadership style in relation to the diverse requirements of SMEs in different situations. Effectiveness of leadership styles may depend upon the objectives selected by the firms. Firm’s preference for one objective over another will affect suitability of style of leadership in each situation. To this end, we have identified four strategic objectives that the SMEs may opt for. The choice of objectives depends upon different requirements of SMEs which include cost reduction, enabling employees to be creative, enhancing work motivation, longer tenure of good employees, promoting teamwork and capitalizing on the coordination and shared empathy between workers. Simplifying these requirements of SMEs we can propose four objectives that companies may aim at through the success appropriate leadership style. These are:

1) Quantitative advantage that represents cost reduction and improved productivity
2) Qualitative advantage that represents employees’ creativity, excellence, imagination and motivation for work.
3) Employee retention to get advantage good human capital.
4) Inspiration of employees beyond the formal organizational structure to get advantage of teamwork, coordination, mutual, empathy, and enthusiasm.

Our hypotheses are related to four representative leadership styles discussed earlier and their effectiveness with respect to the strategic objectives that SMEs look for. Our hypotheses are:

1) Charismatic leadership style is positively correlated with inspirations of employees beyond the organizational structure.
2) Autocratic leadership style is positively correlated with better quantity of output.
3) Democratic leadership style is positively correlated with quality of work.
4) Transformational leadership style is positively correlated employees willingness to remain with the firm.
It is well established that an effective leadership style contributes positively in the success of firms, but we will explore the most powerful impact of selected leadership styles. This means that a given leadership style can have constructive outputs in any or all four requirements. Nevertheless, it is proposed that it may show the strongest impact in one of the four requirements. The proposed highest output is presented through bold lines in the following figure.

**Figur-1: Proposed Model**

4. Data and Sample
Data was collected from SMEs located in Lahore, Pakistan. The sample comprises 90 leaders and their respective five followers working in these SMEs. Different surveys were used to collect data from leaders and their followers. Five point likert scale was used for the responses regarding leadership style and four proposed outputs. The questionnaire for leaders has twenty questions to assess leadership style of leaders. First five questions determine the directive aspiration, desire of more control and power orientation on part of the leaders. Score in these questions determines the leader’s inclination towards authoritative style. Questions 6 through 10 are about creativity of followers, consensus, participation, and relationship building by leaders. Score of these questions shows democratic style of leadership. Questions 11 through 16 are about concern for followers, their training growth and rational thinking. Score of these questions shows the transformational style of leadership. Questions 11 through 16 are about leaders’ parental attachment with the followers, establishment of a hope in them, effective communication and boosting their
confidence. Score of these questions shows transformational leadership style. Although these leadership styles are not mutually exclusive, the survey tool can help determine the leaning of leaders towards one of the four styles. Similarly, followers’ questionnaire shows the effectiveness of leaders, on the basis of opinion of followers about four selected objectives of SMEs. This questionnaire comprises of twenty questions to measure quality of output, quantity of output, willingness to remain with the leader and inspirations beyond the binding of organizations. Score in case of four basic objectives shows the effectiveness of each leadership style related to that objective.
Table 1: Co-linearity statistics and correlation matrix of independent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Label</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Autocratic</td>
<td>.985</td>
<td>1.015</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Democratic</td>
<td>.980</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Transformational</td>
<td>.992</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.230*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-Charismatic</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>.142*</td>
<td>.142*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Quantity</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>1.028</td>
<td>.234**</td>
<td>.221**</td>
<td>.212</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-Quality</td>
<td>.936</td>
<td>1.287</td>
<td>.117*</td>
<td>.310***</td>
<td>.142</td>
<td>.218*</td>
<td>.321**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-Willingness</td>
<td>.914</td>
<td>1.293</td>
<td>.101</td>
<td>.201*</td>
<td>.324**</td>
<td>.341***</td>
<td>.241*</td>
<td>.289*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-Inspiration</td>
<td>.911</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.310**</td>
<td>.251*</td>
<td>.351**</td>
<td>.147*</td>
<td>.267*</td>
<td>.384***</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at the 10 percent level; **significant at the 5 percent level; ***significant at the 1 percent level (two tailed)
Table 2: Regression results for four selected leadership styles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable label</th>
<th>Autocratic</th>
<th>Democratic</th>
<th>Transformational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>9.58*</td>
<td>4.93***</td>
<td>7.815***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.18)</td>
<td>(2.58)</td>
<td>(4.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>0.410***</td>
<td>0.217**</td>
<td>0.371***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6.04)</td>
<td>(6.88)</td>
<td>(6.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>0.219**</td>
<td>0.310***</td>
<td>0.190*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.00)</td>
<td>(7.15)</td>
<td>(5.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness</td>
<td>-0.120*</td>
<td>0.393***</td>
<td>0.491***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.11)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspiration</td>
<td>-0.294**</td>
<td>0.284***</td>
<td>0.378***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(12.05)</td>
<td>(10.82)</td>
<td>(8.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj R-square</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-value</td>
<td>41.8***</td>
<td>45.42***</td>
<td>39.72***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* significant at the 10 percent level; **significant at the 5 percent level; ***significant at the 1 percent level

Note: numbers in parentheses are t-statistics computed on the bases of robust standard errors

The sample consists of 450 observations from 90 leaders and 5 followers of each leader

5. Empirical analysis

Table 1 shows the colorations and co-linearity statistics for independent and dependent variables. Transformational and democratic styles of leadership share several characteristics. Same is the case with transformational and charismatic styles. Not surprisingly, it is obvious that leadership styles are not completely exclusive of each other. Tolerance level and co-linearity statistics provide positive indication to use the independent variables in a regression. Four different regressions were used for four leadership styles. Table 2 represent the regression analyses. These results are also shown separately in figure 2 and 3 to see results in the mirror of proposed model. Results are discussed in detail in the coming section.
Figur-2: Results
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6. Results and findings

Results of data analyses are presented in the figure -2 and -3. Figure -2 presents the results of Autocratic and Democratic leadership styles while figure -3 exhibits the findings for participative and Charismatic leadership styles.

Autocratic leadership style shows better results in terms of quantity of output. The result follows the hypothesized model. When companies look for cost containment and more production the control and monitoring function plays an important role. The autocratic leadership style also present positive association with improvement in quality of output. This is explainable with the preposition that close monitoring and control in small structure is helpful get improve both quality and quantity. However, this leadership style shows negative association both with the willingness of followers to continue and aspirations of followers beyond the organizational structure. These results presenting the negative sides of this leadership style are worth noticing. The analyses indicate strong control and monitoring can help to produce better quantity and also be quantity somehow but willingness and cooperation of followers is seriously damaged in this style. It is also plausible to conclude that on the face of high turnover, positive effects in quantity and apparent quantity will not be sustainable for long-term. One can expect a sudden fall in these measure, especially in quality, once the control is loosen, even for a short time.

Democratic leadership style shows strong association with the quality of output and willingness of followers to continue with the leader. This is in line with the hypothesized model. With an approach of participation and involvement the followers are self-motivated to produce better quality and this behavior is expected to continue without external influence of control. A low turnover and better employee satisfaction make the gains more sustainable in case of democratic leadership style. Unlike autocratic leadership style the results of democratic leadership style does not show any dark side and show positive association with quantity of output and inspiration of followers beyond the organizational structure.

As hypothesized charismatic leadership style shows better results for inspiration of workers beyond the organizational structure. The second stronger association is with the quantity of output. The results are understandable as enthusiasm is the most important upshot of this leadership style. This characteristic of charismatic leadership style make employees think leaders as an ideal to follow through thick and thin circumstances. The power of this style lies with the personality of leader rather than his situation or position. Thus, followers are expected to go for extraordinary efforts with enthusiasm and emotions to produce more in terms of quantity. The other two measures also show positive results for charismatic leadership style.

Finally participative leadership style shows positive results for the willingness of workers to continue with the leader. Additionally, this style also yields improvements in terms of inspiration of workers beyond the organizational structure. Hence, it is recommendable to use this style for low turnover, and motivate employees for challenging targets that need extraordinary efforts with long-term focus. Both charismatic and transformational leadership styles utilize strong feelings and excitement to boost the followers’ efforts. In this sense, it is not surprising to get better quantity of output as an important outcome of both charismatic and participative leadership styles.
7. Conclusions
This study examines the effectiveness of four representative leadership styles derived from different theories on leadership. The difficulty of measuring the effectiveness of leader and/or leadership style has been debated a lot in the previous literature (Avolio et al., 2004; Yukl, 2006). This study uses four measures of objective directions to judge the effectiveness of four different leadership styles in these directions. The analyses recommend that different leadership styles may be usable when requirements of SMEs differ in terms of four selected objective directions i.e., better quantity of out, improvement in quality of output, willingness of followers to continue and inspiration of followers beyond the organizational structure. Autocratic leadership style stands different from other three styles as it produces negative results in two directions presenting the negative side of this style. Other three leadership styles show different levels of effectiveness however do not show negative effects.

The findings explain that outcomes better quantity and quality are attainable with autocratic leadership style with negative effect on turnover and enthusiasm. Democratic leadership style is better usable for low turnover and better quality with no negative effects on quantity and enthusiasm. Charismatic leadership style and transformational leadership styles are most powerful when firm needs to motivate employees for a special assignment which demands extraordinary efforts with enthusiasm and excitement. Though quality comes as a priority after the better quantity, the analyses do not show any negative association as such.

8. Limitations
This study is focused on four selected leadership styles and four selected outcomes. Findings may not be generalized when other leadership styles and outcomes are in focus. Leadership is most researched area and defining leadership styles with mutually exclusive definitions is a challenge where margin of improvements is always present. Empirical part of this study uses the data of leaders and followers in SMEs operating in Pakistan. The results may need consideration of culture and economic circumstances before generalization for other economies.
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